In this paper, we propose improved methods of liquidphase detection of biological targets utilizing magnetic markers and a high-critical-temperature superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). For liquid-phase detection, the bound and unbound (free) markers are magnetically distinguished by using Brownian relaxation of free markers. Although a signal from the free markers is zero in an ideal case, it exists in a real sample on account of the aggregation and precipitation of free markers. This signal is called a blank signal, and it degrades the sensitivity of target detection. To solve this problem, we propose improved detection methods. First, we introduce a reaction field, B re , during the binding reaction between the markers and targets. We additionally introduce a dispersion process after magnetization of the bound markers. Using these methods, we can obtain a strong signal from the bound markers without increasing the aggregation of the free markers. Next, we introduce a field-reversal method in the measurement procedure to differentiate the signal from the markers in suspension from that of the precipitated markers. Using this procedure, we can eliminate the signal from the precipitated markers. Then, we detect biotin molecules by using these methods. In an experiment, the biotins were immobilized on the surfaces of large polymer beads with diameters of 3.3 μm. They were detected with streptavidinconjugated magnetic markers. The minimum detectable molecular number concentration was 1.8 × 10 −19 mol/ml, which indicates the high sensitivity of the proposed method. key words: high-critical-temperature superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID), magnetic marker, immunoassays, liquid-phase detection 
Introduction
Magnetic immunoassay techniques that utilize Brownian relaxation of magnetic markers have been developed for liquid-phase detection of biological targets [1] - [16] . In techniques of this type, the bound and free markers are magnetically distinguished using the Brownian relaxation of the markers. To date, several detection methods, including AC susceptibility [1] - [6] , magnetic relaxation [7] - [13] , and remanence measurement [14] - [16] , have been developed. These methods eliminate the need for a time-consuming washing process for marker separation.
We have therefore developed a liquid-phase detection technique that employs large polymer beads that immobilize the bound markers [14] - [16] . In this method, biological targets are fixed on the surface of large polymer beads with sizes typically on the order of μm. In this case, the Brownian relaxation time of the bound marker becomes much longer than that of the free markers. Namely, the signal from the bound markers is retained for a long time period on account of the long relaxation times of the markers. On the other hand, the signal from the free markers rapidly decays to zero on account of their short relaxation times. As a result, the bound and free markers can be magnetically distinguished.
The signal from the free markers is zero in an ideal case; however, in a practical sample, the signal is present. In the practical sample, two types of markers exist in addition to the bound and free markers. One is the agglomerate of free markers. The other is comprised of the markers that are precipitated or absorbed on the bottom of the reaction well. Because the Brownian relaxation of these markers is deteriorated, the signal is generated from these markers [16] . This signal is called a blank signal, and it degrades the target detection performance. Therefore, it is necessary to solve this problem to further improve the detection sensitivity.
In this paper, we propose methods that can decrease the blank signal from the free markers. First, we present improved methods for sample preparation and magnetization of the bound markers. We introduce a reaction field, B re = 1.5 mT, during the binding reaction between the markers and targets. We additionally introduce a dispersion process after magnetization of the bound markers. Next, we propose a measurement procedure to distinguish the signal from the markers in suspension from that of the precipitated markers. Using these methods, we can obtain a strong signal from the bound markers without increasing the blank signal of the free markers. Finally, we demonstrate the detection of biotin molecules. The minimum detectable molecular number concentration is 1.8 × 10 −19 mol/ml, which indicates the high sensitivity of the proposed method. the free and bound markers are calculated using the relation
Principle of Liquid-Phase Detection
Pa·s is the viscosity of water, k B is the Boltzmann constant, T = 300 K, and d is the diameter of the particle. Using the values of d h and d p for d, they are determined to be τ B = 6 ms and 13 s for the free and bound markers, respectively.
The sample solution, including both the bound and free markers, is placed in a reaction well, as shown in Fig. 1 (a) . The bound and free markers are magnetically distinguished by the difference between their Brownian relaxation times. Details of this detection principle have been described elsewhere [16] . Briefly, a measurement field, B mea = 1 mT, is applied to measure the magnetic (remanence) signals from the bound markers, as shown in Fig. 1 (a) . When the sample plate is rotated and the reaction well is free from the magnetic field of the magnet, so that B = 0, the free markers undergo Brownian relaxation. After T = 1.5 s, the reaction well is brought above the superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). In that position, the signal from the free markers decays to zero; therefore, only the signal from the bound markers is detectable.
In our study, the signal from the markers is detected with a high-critical-temperature SQUID, which includes a ramp-edge Josephson junction [17] . The flux noise at 77 K is S 1/2 Φ = 7.5 μΦ 0 /Hz 1/2 in the white noise region, and 14 μΦ 0 /Hz 1/2 at f = 1 Hz when SQUID is operated in the AC bias mode.
The sample plate has twelve reaction wells. By rotating the sample plate, we can measure the signal from each reaction well. Figure 2 depicts the waveform of the signals, Φ(t), which were obtained from the four reaction wells with different concentrations of the targets (biotin molecules). As shown, the amplitude of the signal increases with the increase of the number of targets, N B . The peak-to-peak value of the signal is defined as the signal, Φ s , from the markers As shown in Fig. 2 , the blank signal is obtained even in the absence of the target (i.e., for the case of N B = 0). However, as noted above, it should be zero in the ideal case. As depicted in Fig. 1 (b) , the two types of markers-the agglomerate of free markers and those precipitated or absorbed on the bottom of the reaction well-exist in addition to the bound and free markers in the practical sample. As mentioned, the Brownian relaxation of these markers is deteriorated; accordingly, the blank signal is generated from these markers [16] .
This blank signal affects the sensitivity of target detection. To perform highly sensitive detection, the ratio between the signal from the bound markers and the blank signal must be increased. In the following section, we demonstrate the improvement in the detection procedure for this purpose.
Sample Preparation and Magnetization
In the experiment, we used biotin molecules as targets. Approximately 1,300 biotins were conjugated to a single polymer bead. Streptavidin-conjugated magnetic markers (FG beads, Tamagawa Seiki) were put in the sample solution for detection. These markers were bound to the biotins, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (b) . The binding reaction was performed for 60 min at 30 • C in a phosphate buffer solution. For detection, 60 μL of the sample was deposited into a well, as shown in Fig. 1 (a) . Concentration of the number of biotin-conjugated polymer beads was changed from 5 to 100/60 μL in order to detect biotin molecules from 6.5 × 10 3 to 1.3 × 10 5 /60 μL. Concentration of the magnetic markers was 1 μg/60 μL. It should be noted that the Néel relaxation time of the present marker is very long, and the marker generates the remanence signal after magnetization [16] .
We studied four different methods for sample preparation and magnetization, as listed on Table 1 .
• In method A, the sample is prepared using a conventional technique. • In method B, the sample is prepared using a reaction field, B re = 1.5 mT. • In method C, the sample is magnetized after applying method B by using a magnetization field of B mag = 40 mT. • In method D, the dispersion process using a vortex stirring is performed after method C.
Binding Reaction Using Reaction Field B re
First, we compared method A with method B, as listed in Table 1 . Method A is a conventional sample preparation technique. Using method B, we introduced a weak magnetic field during the binding reaction between the targets and markers. This field was denoted by the reaction field, B re [18] . In Fig.3 , the effect of B re is schematically presented. In the absence of B re , the markers rotate in the solution during the binding reaction on account of the Brownian rotation. As a result, the magnetic moment, m, of the bound markers was randomly oriented when the binding reaction was finished, as shown in Fig. 3 (a) . However, when field B re was applied, the moments of the markers were aligned to the direction of B re during the reaction. Hence, the markers were bound to the targets with their moments m almost aligned, as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . This contrasted with the conventional case without B re . Owing to the alignment of the moments m, the bound markers could be easily magnetized.
To determine the strength of field B re , we measured the magnetization curve of the markers in the solution. In Fig. 4 , the measured magnetic moment of the sample, <m>, is shown by circles when the weak field, H, is applied. It is well known that the value of the magnetic moment of the marker, m, is distributed in the sample [19] . It is also shown that, for the markers that show remanence after magnetization, the distribution can be approximated by using two typical values of m [20] . Hence, we assume that <m> can be expressed by the sum of two terms, <m> = <m 1 > + <m 2 >.
Here, <m 1 > is given by the markers with small m values, and it linearly increases with H. On the other hand, <m 2 > is given by the markers with large m values, whose behaviors in solution are given by the Langevin function
In Fig. 4 , we show the <m 1 >-H and <m 2 >-H curves. <m 1 > is obtained from the linear part of the <m>-H curve at high values of H, whereas <m 2 > is obtained by subtracting <m 1 > from <m>. When we fit the <m 2 >-H curve with the Langevin function, we get m = 2 × 10 −17 Am 2 .
As shown in Fig. 4 , <m 2 > is saturated for the field values greater than 1.5 mT. This means that markers with large m values are aligned in the solution by field H. Therefore, we selected reaction field B re = 1.5 mT in the following experiment: We applied B re = 1.5 mT for 60 min during the binding reaction between the targets and markers.
In Fig. 5 (a) , the blank and bound signals obtained for methods A and B are shown. The blank signal indicates the signal from the free markers in the absence of targets, specifically when the number of biotin molecules is N B = 0. The bound signal indicates the signal from the markers that are bound to the targets when N B = 1.3×10 5 . By comparing the results of cases A and B, the effect of reaction field B re is evident.
As shown in Fig. 5 (a) , the blank signal is almost the same for the A (B re = 0) and B (B re = 1.5 mT) cases. This result reveals that the aggregation of the free markers due to reaction field B re is very small. However, a larger bound signal is obtained for case B. The bound signal is increased by approximately five times compared to case A. This is because the markers are bound to the targets with their moments m almost aligned when the reaction field of B re = 1.5 mT is used, as shown in Fig. 3 (b) .
In Fig. 5 (b) , the ratio between the bound and blank signals defined by the following equation is shown. 
The ratios are 2.0 and 8.6 for cases A and B, respectively. Therefore, reaction field B re is useful for increasing the detection sensitivity.
Magnetization
As shown in Fig. 3 (b) , magnetic moments m of the bound markers were almost aligned when the reaction field was used. However, to completely align m, additional magnetization was required. We therefore applied magnetization field B mag .
In method C listed in Table 1 , we applied the magnetization field of B mag = 40 mT for 200 ms after the binding reaction was finished [16] . In Fig. 5 (a) , the blank and bound signals obtained with this method are shown. By comparing the results with those of method B, the effect of magnetization field B mag is evident. As shown in Fig. 5 (a) , both the blank and bound signals in case C increased compared to those of case B. The increase of the blank signal indicates that the magnetization field B mag caused agglomeration of the free markers. On the other hand, the increase of the bound signal indicates that the additional alignment of m of the bound markers was caused by B mag .
In Fig. 5 (b) , the ratio between the bound and blank signals given by Eq. (1) is shown. In case C, the ratio is 6.0, which is smaller than the value of 8.6 obtained for case B. This value is decreased because the rate of increase of the blank signal due to B mag is larger than that of the bound signal.
To study the effect of B mag on the blank and bound signals, the magnetization process (B mag = 40 mT for 200 ms) was repeated k mag times with intervals of 3 s. Note that we used k mag = 1 in the method C shown in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 6 , changes of the blank and bound signals are shown when k mag was increased. Both signal types increased with k mag . On the other hand, the ratio given by Eq. (1) decreased with k mag . Therefore, the magnetization process decreased the detection sensitivity, although the bound signal increased. Therefore, it is necessary to prevent the increase of the blank signal due to B mag .
Dispersion Process
To decrease the blank signal caused by B mag , we introduced a dispersion process after B mag = 40 mT was applied: k mag = 1 was used in the experiment. In method D listed in Table 1 , the sample solution was vortex-stirred just after B mag was turned off. If the binding force of the agglomerate, which was produced by B mag , was weak, the agglomerate would be unraveled by the vortex stirring.
In Fig. 5 (a) , the blank and bound signals obtained with method D are shown. By comparing the results with those of method C, the effect of vortex stirring is evident. As shown in Fig. 5 (a) , the blank signal in case D decreased compared to case C. This result indicates that the agglomerate of the free markers was unraveled by the vortex stirring, as expected. We note that the bound signal was also decreased by the vortex stirring. This result indicates that the aggregation between the bound and free markers was also caused by field B mag and that the agglomerate was unraveled by the vortex stirring.
In Fig. 5 (b) , the ratio between the bound and blank signals given by Eq. (1) is shown. In method D, the ratio is 10.3. This value is the highest of the four methods. Therefore, the dispersion process using vortex stirring is useful for highly sensitive detection of targets.
Field Reversal Measurement
In the practical sample, the markers that were precipitated or absorbed on the bottom of the reaction well were present, as shown in Fig. 1 (b) . A blank signal was also generated by these markers. To eliminate the signal from the precipitated markers, we applied a field-reversal-measurement method [21] , [22] . That is, in the measurement system shown in Fig. 1 (a) , we first used a measurement field of B mea = 1 mT. Then, the polarity of the measurement field was changed to B mea = −1 mT. Figure 7 (a) shows the signals generated from the markers when the field of B mea = 1 mT was used. There are four types of signals: Φ BS , Φ BP , Φ FS , and Φ FP were those from the bound markers in suspension, precipitated bound markers, agglomerate of free markers in suspension, and precipitated free markers, respectively. Therefore, the signal measured in this case was given by
Note that signals Φ BS and Φ BP , which were generated by bound markers, increased with the number of the targets, N B . On the other hand, Φ FS and Φ FP , which were generated by free markers, were independent of N B .
When the polarity of the measurement field was changed to B mea = −1 mT, only the markers in suspension could physically rotate with the magnetic force. Therefore, signals Φ BS and Φ FS changed the polarity, as shown in Fig. 7 Signals from the markers in the practical sample after applying (a) B mea = +1 mT, and (b) B mes = −1mT. The four types of signals-Φ BS , Φ BP , Φ FS , and Φ FP -were those from the bound markers in suspension, precipitated bound markers, agglomerate of free markers in suspension, and precipitated free markers, respectively. Fig. 7 (b) . On the other hand, the signal from the precipitated markers unchanged because B mea = −1 mT is much weaker than the value required for the magnetization inversion of the precipitated markers.
As a result, we obtained
From Eqs. (2) and (3), we can obtain the following relationships:
and
From Eq. (4), we can obtain the signals from the markers in suspension. On the other hand, we can obtain the signals from the precipitated markers from Eq. (5). Therefore, we can differentiate the signals between the suspended and precipitated markers.
In Fig. 8 , the experimental results are shown for the cases of B mea = 1 mT and −1 mT. The samples were prepared by the method D mentioned in Sect. 3. The horizontal axis in Fig. 8 represents the number of biotin molecules, N B ; the vertical axis represents the detected signal. The signal Φ(+) was obtained with B mea = 1 mT, while the signal Φ(−) was obtained with B mea = −1 mT. As shown, the polarity of the signal Φ(−) was changed compared to Φ(+), as expected from Eqs. (2) and (3).
Using Eq. (4), we obtained the signal Φ BS (N B ) + Φ FS from the markers in suspension. The circles in Fig. 9 show the result. The signal increased with an increase in N B . This behavior indicates that the increase in the signal Φ BS (N B ) was generated by the bound markers. On the other hand, the signal at N B = 0 represented Φ FS . Note that signal Φ FS was generated by the agglomerate of free markers in suspension.
Using Eq. (5), we obtained the signal Φ BP (N B ) + Φ FP from the precipitated markers. The squares in Fig. 9 show the result. The signal was almost constant and independent of N B . This result indicates that Φ BP (N B ) was almost zero; in other words, precipitated bound markers did not exist in this case. On the other hand, the signal at N B = 0 represented Φ FP . This result means that precipitated free markers existed in this case. As shown in Fig. 9 , the value of Φ FP was nearly the same as that of Φ FS in the present case.
Detection Sensitivity
The relationship between Φ BS (N B ) + Φ FS and N B shown in Fig. 9 was used to detect the biotin molecules. The minimum detectable number was N B,min = 6,500. Considering that the sample volume was 60 μL, this value corresponds to the molecular number concentration of 1.8 × 10 −19 mol/ml. Since the typical sensitivity of the optical method called ELISA is around 5 × 10 −18 mol/ml, this result indicated a high sensitivity of the present method.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented improved methods for liquidphase target detection. First, we presented a method for sample preparation and magnetization of bound markers. We introduced a reaction field, B re , during the binding reaction between the markers and targets. We additionally introduced a dispersion process after magnetization of bound markers. With these methods, we could obtain a strong signal from the bound markers without increasing the blank signal of the free markers. Next, we presented a fieldreversal measurement procedure that can differentiate the signal from the markers in suspension from that of the precipitated markers. Finally, we demonstrated the detection of biotin molecules using the improved detection method. The minimum detectable molecular number concentration was 1.8 × 10 −19 mol/ml, which indicates the high sensitivity of the present method.
